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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION(S)

[0001] This application claims priority to and the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/628,177 filed February
8, 2018, the content of which is hereby incorporated in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This application relates to natural language processing, and more particularly to the assembly of a new vector
model from a first vector model resulting from a first text corpus and a second vector model resulting from a second text
corpus.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Programming languages such as C++ are rigorously unambiguous and precise. But natural language is neither
unambiguous nor precise. For example, the word "get" may mean to obtain in one context but in another context, it
means to understand. To enable a machine to process natural language, early approaches tried a semantic approach
in which the machine tried to apply grammatical rules. But such approaches were largely unworkable. For example,
machine translation using grammatical rules resulted in virtually comical errors in the translated text. But modern natural
language processing is much more powerful and results in translations that may be rather accurate and require little or
no human editing.
[0004] To obtain such results, modem natural language processing represents (embeds) words or phrases as vectors.
Since what is being embedded may be a single word or a plurality of words, the symbols being embedded may be
denoted as tokens, where each token represents at least one word. For example, suppose there are N tokens being
embedded from the text corpus, N being a plural positive integer. Each token may then be assigned to a dimension in
an N-dimensional vector (one-hot encoding). The resulting input vectors from the various tokens are used to train a
neural network. An example is the Word2Vec neural network 100 shown in Figure 1 that was developed by Google using
a single hidden layer having a plurality of D nodes (D being approximately 300 for the Word2Vec model). The N input
nodes range from a first input node I1 to an Nth input node IN. The D hidden nodes range from a first hidden node H1
to a Dth hidden node HD. The N output nodes are analogous to the N input nodes and thus range from a first output
node O1 to an Nth output node ON. After training on the corpus, the resulting Word2Vec neural network coefficients form
an [N X D] matrix (N rows and D columns) that is denoted as the vector model for the corresponding corpus. Each of
the N one-hot input vectors maps to a vector of D dimensions in the [N X D] matrix forming the vector model. Curiously,
it is not the neural network per se that is of interest but instead it is the vectors in the vector model. In particular, words
having similar context and meaning will tend to cluster in the D-dimensional space formed by the N vectors of D dimension.
Using this spatial similarity, a processor can analyze a document and "understand" in human-like ways. For example,
a processor can parse context from a document and suggest similar documents to a user, translate documents, under-
stand user queries, and so on.
[0005] Although natural language programming (NLP) with word embedding is thus very powerful, it requires a rather
large corpus to achieve accurate results. For example, the Word2Vec model was trained on a corpus of over 100 billion
words. Such a relatively huge third-party corpus is not available to NLP researchers. Moreover, even if the corpus were
made public, the training of a neural network on such a huge corpus is time consuming and expensive. Moreover,
language is ever changing. For example, consider the recent development of terms such a "fake news" or "Zika virus."
Enhancing the original corpus with the never-ending stream of new language becomes unworkable due to the huge size
of the resulting corpus.
[0006] Accordingly, there is a need in the art for an ability to quickly update or enhance a vector model for word
embedding.

SUMMARY

[0007] A method and system are disclosed in which a pre-existing vector model resulting from an original corpus may
be combined with vectors from another vector model to form a combined vector model without requiring any access or
use of the original corpus. In particular, a transformation is provided so that the vectors from the pre-existing model and
then vectors from the additional vector model may be transformed into vectors forming the combined vector model. The
result is quite advantageous because the new corpus may be relatively small whereas the original corpus is significantly
larger. It would be very cumbersome to instead combine the original corpus with the new corpus to form a combined
corpus and train a neural network on the combined corpus to produce the combined vector model. But the transformation
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disclosed herein obviates such cumbersome training and enables the enhancement of a pre-existing vector model
through a new corpus corresponding to a new vector model by merely transforming the vectors from the pre-existing
vector model and from the new vector model into the vectors for the combined vector model.
[0008] These advantageous features may be better appreciated through a consideration of the detailed description
below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

Figure 1 is an illustration of the Word2Vec neural network.
Figure 2 is a block diagram for a computerized vector transformation and assembling system in accordance with
an aspect of the disclosure.
Figure 3 illustrates an example computer system for implementing the modules shown in Figure 2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] A computerized vector model transformation and assembly system 200 is shown in Figure 2. System 200
involves the use of a single-hidden-layer neural network such as practiced by the Word2Vec model. But it will be
appreciated that the vector transformation techniques disclosed herein are readily applicable to deep neural networks
that have more than one hidden layer. The following discussion involving the use of the Word2Vec model is thus merely
exemplary such that it will be appreciated that other word embedding generation models may be utilized. As discussed
previously, the Word2Vec model is trained on a relatively large third-party corpus 205. Such a third-party corpus 205 is
pre-existing and potentially very large. Training a neural network on such a large corpus is advantageous but involves
a considerable amount of time and computing resources. Moreover, NLP researchers may not have access to such a
third-party corpus. Even if access is granted, it would be prohibitive in terms of time and computing cost to update such
a third-party corpus with additional corpora and then train a corresponding neural network on the resulting improved
corpus. But vector transformation system 200 requires no training on such a massive improved corpus yet the benefits
from the relatively large third-party corpus 205 are retained.
[0011] The pre-existing third-party corpus 205 trains the Word2Vec neural network in a Word2Vec vector training
module 210 to produce the pre-existing pre-trained vector model 215. There is a plurality of N vectors in vector model
215, N being a plural positive integer. These N vectors correspond to the N tokens selected from pre-existing corpus
205. Each vector has a dimensionality of D, which is the number of hidden nodes in the Word2Vec model. The resulting
vector model 215 is ideally public-domain. If not, access would need to be obtained to practice the vector transformation
disclosed herein. Although pre-existing vector model 215 benefits from the vast size of corpus 205, language is ever
changing as discussed previously. Moreover, no corpus can contain all the text available even if the time frame is fixed.
Vector model 215 may thus be improved by using a new corpus (or new corpora) 220 and training a new neural network
training module 225 on the new corpus 220 to produce a new vector model 230. The number of input nodes for the new
neural network depends upon the number of words (tokens) being embedded from corpus 220. In the following discussion,
this plurality of input nodes is represented by the plural positive integer M. In general, M will not equal N, the number of
input nodes for the Word2Vec model. But the new neural network will have the same number D of hidden nodes. Thus,
the M vectors that form new vector model 230 will have a dimensionality of D such that new vector model 230 forms an
M by D matrix.
[0012] As discussed previously, pre-trained vector model 215 includes a vector for each word or phrase in corpus 205
that is represented in pre-trained vector model 215. For example, a word A maps to a vector A in model 215, a word B
maps to a vector B, and so on. If there are 10,000 words to be embedded, vector model 215 thus includes 10,000
corresponding vectors. The dimensionality D of each vector in vector model 215 depends upon the number of hidden
nodes in the corresponding neural network. In an embodiment using the Word2Vec model, each vector in vector model
215 has a dimensionality of approximately three hundred. Each dimension of such a vector space may be represented
by a unit basis vector. There would thus be three-hundred-unit basis vectors spanning the vector space for vector model
215 for a Word2Vec embodiment.
[0013] The dimensionality for new vector model 230 matches the dimensionality for existing pre-trained vector model
115. The vector space for new vector model 230 will thus also be represented by three-hundred-unit basis vectors in a
Word2Vec embodiment. But Applicant has discovered the following curious feature regarding the unit basis vectors
defining new vector model 230 as opposed to those for pre-trained (and pre-existing) vector model 215. Specifically,
Applicant has discovered that the unit basis vectors for new vector model 230 will virtually always be orthogonal to those
for pre-existing vector model 215. Although Applicant does not include a mathematical proof for such orthogonality it
has been observed in repeated tests and has thus been shown heuristically to be true. This remarkable result is believed
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to result from the symmetric neural network architecture of word2vec and its stochastic gradient descend (SGD) training
procedure which usually terminates at local minimal points depending on the pseudorandom seeding. Regardless of
what causes it, the resulting orthogonality is exploited herein in a vector transformation and assembling module 235 to
create an assembled vector model 240 (which may also be denoted as a combined vector model since it results from
the effective combination of new corpus 220 and third-party corpus 205). In other words, assembled vector model 240
is equivalent to the result of training of a corresponding neural network on a combined corpus that results from the
combination of third-party corpus 205 and new corpus 220. But such a training is problematic in terms of time and
computing power given the relative size of such a combined corpus. Moreover, even given the time and computing
resources, it may be an impossible task for a given NLP researcher since third-party corpus 205 would typically be
unavailable for public access. Vector transformation and assembly module 235 solves these problems by transforming
the vectors from vector models 215 and 230 so that they may be combined to form assembled vector model 240.
[0014] This advantageous vector transformation and assembly will now be discussed in more detail. As discussed
earlier, there are N vectors in pre-existing vector model 215 because N corresponding tokens were selected from corpus
205 for the neural network training 210. The neural network for the Word2Vec model would thus have N input nodes.
In addition, this neural network has a plurality of D hidden nodes so each vector in vector model 215 has D dimensions.
The vector space for vector model 215 may thus be represented by a plurality of D unit basis vectors ranging from a
first unit basis vector to a Dth unit basis vector.
[0015] New corpus 220 has M vectors. In general, M will be less than N due to the larger size of corpus 205 as
compared to new corpus 220. With regard to the M vectors, P of them are directed to the same words as embedded
from corpus 205 into pre-existing model 215. The vectors in pre-existing model 215 may thus be sub-divided into the P
vectors concerning words shared with new model 230 and (N - P) vectors for words that are not shared with new model
230. Similarly, the vectors in new model 230 may be divided into P vectors for words shared with pre-existing model
215 and (M - P) vectors for words that are not shared with pre-existing model 215. The vectors in pre-existing vector
model 215 may thus be represented as: 

[0016] Similarly, the vectors in new vector model 230 may be represented as: 

[0017] The vector space for both models is defined by a plurality of D unit basis vectors. In particular, the vector space
for pre-existing model 215 may be represented as: 

whereas the vector space for new model 230 may be represented as: 

[0018] Given the orthogonality of the basis vectors from one vector model to the next, the P vectors in models 215
and 230 for the same words are orthogonal to each other, which may be represented through the dot product: 

[0019] The transformation applied in vector transformation and assembling module 235 will now be described. With
regard to this transformation, there is a matrix T that rotates the unit basis vectors for new vector model 230 into the unit
basis vectors for pre-existing model 215 such that: 
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[0020] Given the orthogonality of the basis vectors between the two models, the matrix [T] has the property that:

[0021] This property combined with the constraint that: 

results in a set of equations that are readily solved through a least square method to determine the matrix elements of
[T]. Alternatively, one can pick D words from the P common word set for both models and use equation (2) to form a
linear system of dimension D2 that is solved to get a matrix whose columns are orthogonalized by equation (1) to obtain
the coefficients for matrix [T].
[0022] Regardless of how the matrix [T] is derived, this transformation matrix may then be used to assemble the two
models into a combined or assembled model 240, which may be represented as: 

where 

[0023] The factor r is defined by the ratio of the corpus size (number of tokens) for pre-existing corpus 205 as compared
to the token number for new corpus 220. Note that if the token size is unknown for corpus 205 to generate pre-existing
model 215, the factor r could be selected as a large number (e.g., 500) in the case that common words (the P shared
words) in pre-existing model 215 are considered to have better accuracy. Alternatively, the estimate of r may be reduced
if the corpus sizes are comparable.
[0024] Equation (4) makes intuitive sense in that the P shared words should each map to a vector that has a contribution
from pre-existing model 215 and also from new model 230. Equation (5) is also intuitive in that words embedded by pre-
existing model 215 that are not shared by new model 230 should have no contribution from new model 230. Finally,
equation (6) is also intuitive in that it addresses the words embedded by new model 230 that are not shared by pre-
existing model 215 such that there is no vector contribution from pre-existing model 215.
[0025] As an example, system 200 was tested using a new corpus selected from health news with the factor r equaling
500. One would expect that common words between the pre-trained vector model and the combined model should map
to similar vectors. Thus, one way to test the accuracy of the new model is to determine the cosine similarity of the pre-
existing vector and the combined vector for various shared words. For completeness, the cosine similarity between
vectors for words only in the pre-existing model are also compared to the corresponding vectors in the combined model,
although it is known from equation (5) that there should be no difference between such pre-existing and combined
vectors. Finally, the cosine similarity is also tested between vectors in the new model and the corresponding vectors in
the combined model for words that are not shared with the old model such as addressed through equation (6). The
variance for the resulting cosine similarities is as follows:

Cosine Similarity Variance (3-sigma)
Word Pairs only in Word2Vec Model 0.00%60.00%
Word Pairs in Both Models 0.10%61.77%
Word Pairs only in Health News Model 2.67%69.74%
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[0026] As expected, there is no differences for the word pairs that are found only in the Word2Vec model. Similarly,
there is relative little difference for the shared word pairs as was also expected. For the word pairs that are only found
in the new model (in this example, a health model), there is a larger cosine similarity variance, which is caused by the
transformation matrix [T] not being strictly orthonormal.
[0027] To show the "health comprehension" improvement in the combined model that one would expect over the
original Word2Vec model, an example would be the cosine similarity between "medical" and "health." In the original
Word2Vec model, the cosine similarity for these words was 0.54. But this similarity is increased to 0.67 for the combined
model. Finally, consider the similarity between "zika’ and "blood." The corpus for the Word2Vec model did not include
zika so there can be no cosine similarity between zika and blood in that case. For the combined model, this similarity
becomes 0.74 as one would expect given the strong association between the words blood and the zika virus.
[0028] A computer system 300 shown in Figure 3 for implementing modules 225 and 235 will now be discussed. It
will be appreciated that these modules may be implemented using one or more computers or instead may be instantiated
using a configured FPGA or ASIC(s). An administrator may configure system 300 using a display 311, a keyboard 304,
and audio/visual I/O 305. System 300 includes at least one processor coupled to a memory 314 of instructions through
a bus 302. Bus 302 also couples to a network 350 such as the internet through a network interface 306 and a commu-
nications link 318. In this fashion, corpus 120 may be readily received by system 300 from network 350. Instructions
stored in memory 314 that are executed by processor 312 to implement the various modules discussed herein may be
written in Java or other suitable programming languages.
[0029] The preceding description was exemplary such that those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that numerous
modifications, substitutions and variations can be made in and to the materials, apparatus, configurations and methods
of use of the devices of the present disclosure without departing from the scope thereof. In light of this, the scope of the
present disclosure should not be limited to that of the particular embodiments illustrated and described herein, as they
are merely by way of some examples thereof, but rather, should be fully commensurate with that of the claims appended
hereafter and their functional equivalents.

Claims

1. A computerized method, comprising:

receiving a first vector model, wherein the first vector model results from a first neural network trained on a first
corpus, and wherein the first neural network includes a plurality of hidden nodes, and wherein the first vector
model spans a vector space defined by a plurality of first basis vectors;
training a second neural network on a second corpus to produce a second vector model, wherein the second
neural network has the same plurality of hidden nodes as included in the first neural network, and wherein the
second vector model spans a vector space defined by a plurality of second basis vectors;
determining a transformation matrix that transforms the plurality of second basis vectors into the plurality of first
basis vectors;
transforming the first vector model and the second vector model into a combined vector model using the trans-
formation matrix.

2. The computerized method of claim 1, wherein a first plurality of vectors in the first vector model result from an
embedding of a plurality of words that are also embedded by the second vector model and wherein a second plurality
of vectors in the second vector model correspond to the first plurality of vectors, and wherein transforming the first
vector model and the second vector model comprises, for each vector in the first plurality of vectors:

multiplying the vector by a coefficient to form a weighted vector;
multiplying the corresponding vector in the second plurality of vectors by the transformation matrix to form a
transformed vector; and
summing the weighted vector and the transformed vector to form a first transformed vector.

3. The computerized method of claim 2, wherein the second vector model further includes a third plurality of vectors
that result from words that are not embedded by the first vector model, and wherein transforming the first vector
model and the second vector model further comprises:
multiplying each vector in the third plurality of vectors by the transformation matrix to form a second transformed
vector.

4. The computerized method of claim 1, wherein the first vector model is a Word2Vec vector model.
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5. The computerized method of claim 1, wherein the first vector model is a public domain vector model.

6. The computerized method of claim 1, wherein each first basis vector in the plurality of first basis vectors is orthogonal
to each second basis vector in the plurality of second basis vectors.

7. The computerized method of claim 1, wherein determining the transformation matrix comprises solving a set of
equations using a least squares method.

8. The computerized method of claim 2, wherein for each vector in the first plurality of vectors: multiplying the vector
by the coefficient to form the weighted vector comprises multiplying the vector by a factor (r/r + 1), wherein r is ratio
of a first corpus size for the first corpus to a second corpus size for the second corpus.

9. The computerized method of claim 8, wherein r equals 500.

10. The computerized method of claim 8, wherein for each vector in the first plurality of vectors: multiplying the corre-
sponding vector in the second plurality of vectors by the transformation matrix to form the transformed vector
comprises multiplying the corresponding vector in the second plurality of vectors by the transformation matrix and
a factor (1/(r + 1) to form the transformed vector.

11. A computerized system, comprising:

a memory configured to store a first vector model, wherein the first vector model results from a first neural
network trained on a first corpus, and wherein the first neural network includes a plurality of hidden nodes, and
wherein the first vector model spans a vector space defined by a plurality of first basis vectors;
a vector training module configured to train a second neural network on a second corpus to produce a new
vector model, wherein the second neural network has the same plurality of hidden nodes as included in the first
neural network, and wherein the second vector model spans a vector space defined by a plurality of second
basis vectors; and
a transformation module configured to determine a transformation matrix for transforming the plurality of second
basis vectors into the plurality of first basis vectors and configured to transform the first vector model and the
second vector model into a combined vector model using the transformation matrix.

12. The computerized system of claim 11, wherein a first plurality of vectors in the first vector model results from an
embedding of a plurality of words that are also embedded by the second vector model and wherein a second plurality
of vectors in the second vector model correspond to the first plurality of vectors, and wherein the transformation
module is configured to transform the first vector model and the second vector model by, for each vector in the first
plurality of vectors:

a multiplication of the vector by a coefficient to form a weighted vector;
a multiplication of the corresponding vector in the second plurality of vectors by the transformation matrix to
form a transformed vector; and
a summation of the weighted vector and the transformed vector to form a first transformed vector.

13. The computerized system of claim 12, wherein the second vector model further includes a third plurality of vectors
that result from words that are not embedded by the first vector model, and wherein the transformation module is
further configured to:
multiply each vector in the third plurality of vectors by the transformation matrix to form a second transformed vector.

14. The computerized system of claim 11, wherein the first vector model is a Word2Vec vector model.

15. The computerized system of claim 11, wherein the first vector model is a public domain vector model.

16. The computerized system of claim 11, wherein each first basis vector in the plurality of first basis vectors is orthogonal
to each second basis vector in the plurality of second basis vectors.

17. The computerized system of claim 11, wherein the transformation module is configured to determine the transfor-
mation matrix by a solution of a set of equations according to a least squares method.
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18. The computerized system of claim 12, wherein for each vector in the first plurality of vectors: the multiplication of
the vector by the coefficient to form the weighted vector comprises a multiplication of the vector by a factor (r/r + 1),
wherein r is ratio of a first corpus size for the first corpus to a second corpus size for the second corpus.

19. The computerized system of claim 18, wherein r equals 500.

20. The computerized system of claim 18, wherein for each vector in the first plurality of vectors: the multiplication of
the corresponding vector in the second plurality of vectors by the transformation matrix to form the transformed
vector comprises a multiplication of the corresponding vector in the second plurality of vectors by the transformation
matrix and a factor (1/(r + 1) to form the transformed vector.
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